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Miri It Is G

D tabor pipe D Bagpipe

Miri it is whi-le summer i-last. with fughe-les song; oc nu ne-cheth
windes blast and we-der strong. Ey-ey! - what this niht is long!
And ich wid wel mi-chel wrong, so-regh and murne and fast.

Miri It Is (C)

G tabor Pipe; G Bagpipe

Miri it is whi-le summer i-last. with fughe-les song; oc nu ne-cheth
windes blast and we-der strong. Ey-ey! - what this niht is long!
And ich wid wel mi-chel wrong, so-regh and murne and fast.
Edi Beo Thu

G tabor pipe, G bagpipe
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Sumer Is Icumen In (G)

G Tabor Pipe and G Bagpipe

Su·mer is i·cu·men in  Lhu·de sing cuc·cu!  Grow·ed and blow·ed and
Sing cuc·cu nu,   Sing cuc·cu!

spring·he w·de nu.  Sing cuc·cu!  Awe·ble·tep af·ter lomb, loo·p af·ter cal·ve

cu,   Bul·luc ster·tep, buckle vert·ep.  Mu·rie sing cuc·cu!  Cuc·cu, cuc·cu,

Wel sing-es þu cuc·cu, ne swik þu na·ver ma!
Sumer Is Icumen In (D)

D Tabor Pipe and D Bagpipe

Su-mer is i-cum-en in  Lhu-de sing cue-cu!  Grow-ep sed and blow-ep med and

Sing cue-cu nu,  Sing cue-cu!

springh þe w-de nu.  Sing cue-cu!  Aw-e ble-tep af-ter lomb, thoup


Cue-cu, cue-cu,  Wel sing-es þu cue-cu, ne swik þu na-ver nu!
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